An approach to explore for a sweet spot in randomized trials
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Abstract

Objective: The objective of the study was to demonstrate how a conventional randomized trial can be analyzed through a stratified or a matched approach to identify a potential sweet spot where observed differences might be accentuated in the mid range of disease severity.

Design and Setting: We review a landmark randomized trial of heart failure patients that tested whether implantable defibrillators reduce mortality (n = 2,521).

Results: Overall, 22% (182/829) of the patients in the defibrillator group died compared with 29% (484/1,692) of patients in the control group. Proportional hazards analysis yielded a modest 25% survival benefit (hazard ratio = 0.75, 95% confidence interval: 0.63 to 0.89). Stratified analysis of the trial yielded a larger 52% survival benefit for those in the middle quintile of disease severity (hazard ratio = 0.48, 95% confidence interval: 0.29 to 0.79). In contrast, little of the survival benefit was explained by patients with the greatest disease severity (hazard ratio = 0.89, 95% confidence interval: 0.69 to 1.15). The discrepancy between crude and stratified analyses could be visualized by graphical displays and replicated with matched comparisons.

Conclusion: Our approach for analyzing a randomized trial could help identify a potential sweet spot of an accentuated treatment effect.
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1. Introduction

Randomized trials are the gold standard for clinical research, but precious metals sometimes need polishing. A large strength of randomized trials is their simplicity in design, analysis, and reporting. Nothing matches the sublime logic and ease of interpreting a randomized trial [1]. A major weakness of randomized trials is the diverse set of biases that slant results toward the null. These include insufficient statistical power, fallible patient adherence, brief duration of follow-up, faulty dose selection, outcome ascertainment error, and the play of random chance [2]. Moreover, randomized trials that focus on time-to-event outcomes (also termed survival analysis) are plagued by even rudimentary debates such as whether to calculate adjusted or unadjusted estimates of treatment effect sizes to account for baseline patient characteristics [3].

Randomized trials often require a large sample size to achieve adequate statistical power for an infrequent
What is new?

- Randomized trials recruit diverse patients where extreme cases of disease severity may be unresponsive to the treatment and render inconclusive overall statistical results.

Key findings

- We propose estimating disease severity through predilection scores of the natural history derived from the control patients.

What this adds to what was known?

- Methods for identifying a potential sweet spot of patients responsive to treatment can then be obtained by stratification or by matching based on disease severity.
- The methods can work automatically in any randomized trial and require no additional information, data collection, computer software, or investigator judgment.

What is the implication and what should change now?

- Such methods for identifying a potential sweet spot can also help check whether a negative trial truly excludes a meaningful effect.

outcome. A strategy of recruiting a broad range of patients also helps bolster generalizability by presuming all patients will be similarly responsive to treatment (albeit with different baseline risks). However, recruitment may include some patients who have self-limited illnesses where treatment is superfluous. In addition, recruitment may enroll other patients who have lethal combinations where treatment is futile [4]. Both of these extreme groups will be unresponsive to treatment and undercut statistical power. The net consequence means an analysis can be biased toward disease severity.

The methods can work automatically in any randomized trial and require no additional information, data collection, computer software, or investigator judgment.

Personalized precision medicine presumes the relative effectiveness of a treatment might vary substantially in diverse patients. Here we provide an approach to identifying such diversity based on the assumption that treatment responsiveness is related to disease severity. The strategy is to explore differential relative responsiveness in a randomized trial by applying stratification or matching [6]. The main drawback is the increased sophistication needed to avoid misinterpreting an unfamiliar approach. To do so, we examine a published landmark randomized trial to help demonstrate this approach [7]. Except where noted, we use the proportional hazards model throughout as the accepted approach for time-to-event outcomes [8]. Our approach explores how randomized trials might underestimate effectiveness and is generalizable to binary or continuous outcomes.

2. Methods

2.1. Background trial

The Sudden Cardiac Death in HEart Failure Trial (SCD-HEFT) was a study of adults (age \( \geq 18 \) years) diagnosed with heart failure (New York Heart Association class II or III) from impaired cardiac function (ejection fraction \( \leq 35\% \)) [7]. The study was conducted between September 16, 1997 and July 18, 2001, patients were followed until October 31, 2003, the analysis was by intent-to-treat principles, and the main outcome was all-cause mortality. By randomized assignment, one-third of patients received an implantable defibrillator and the remaining two-thirds received medical management only (Clinical-Trials.gov: NCT00000609). The trial found that defibrillator treatment led to a modest reduction in overall mortality. The accompanying editorial affirmed the role of defibrillator therapy, cautioned the benefit was smaller than observed in earlier studies, and raised concerns about cost-effectiveness [9,10].

2.2. Diversity and the sweet spot

The SCD-HEFT study exemplifies the diversity of patients in clinical research. In this study, for example, half were younger and half were older than age 60 years. Similarly, cardiac ejection fraction, renal function, and many other characteristics showed wide ranges of baseline characteristics. Presumably, the unmeasured disease determinants were also variable. This means that some patients, regardless of care, might have been prone to poor outcomes and others might have been destined to do well. As a consequence, the primary statistical analysis relied on a subgroup of patients where overall disease severity was neither too high nor too low, hereafter defined as the “sweet spot” [11]. This subgroup can be hard to determine in advance and may become potentially outnumbered by efforts to recruit sufficient sample size or maximize generalizability [12,13].

2.3. Primary analysis

Patient diversity is not usually emphasized in clinical research. Instead, statistical tests rely on the principle that the mean baseline value is nearly identical in groups of randomized patients. This leads to a straightforward analysis where diversity is expressed as a standard deviation estimate and minimized as a standard error equivalent. The statistical method is often declared in advance to avoid a proliferation of spurious comparisons; for example, a standard t-test can be remarkably robust to latent measurement errors when the main outcome is a continuous variable.
(such as six-minute walking distances) [14]. Unfortunately, the proportional hazards approach (similar to logistic regression) is a nonlinear model and may be biased to the null by patient diversity when the main outcome is a time-to-event measurement (such as survival) [15].

2.4. Baseline predilection

A different way to consider patient diversity is by introducing an outcome predilection score (not to be confused with a treatment propensity score) [16]. Unlike a standard risk index [17], a prediction score is tailored to a specific trial, requires no external validation, and can span beyond a range of 0.0 to 1.0. To do so, fit a proportional hazards model to the control patients and calculate each patient’s individual baseline prognosis from the coefficients (akin to estimating their predilection to the outcome). This predilection score needs to be estimated solely from the control group because an effective intervention may otherwise change the natural history. The resulting predilection score can then characterize each patient (defibrillator or control) according to their severity of disease (and might also appear in a technical appendix or website application). The primary benefit is to ultimately assemble clusters of defibrillator and control patients who have similar baseline predilection [18].

2.5. Subgroup stratification

One approach to forming clusters of similar patients is to stratify based on baseline predilection score. For example, examine the full distribution on predilection scores among patients and create progressive quintiles of nearly equal size (denoted as “least,” “lesser,” “middle,” “greater,” “greatest”). This allows testing the apparent survival advantage from defibrillator treatment in each quintile separately, with particular attention to the middle, least, and greatest quintiles. In addition, separate survival comparisons can be visualized according to predilection quintile. Such stratified approaches are a classic method for addressing a single predictor that does not satisfy the proportionate hazards assumption and can be a feasible method to identify a potential sweet-spot hypothesis in a randomized trial [19].

2.6. Individually matched sets

A different approach to forming clusters of similar patients involves converting the randomized trial into a matched randomized trial. For example, apply a matching algorithm to assemble matched sets where some patients received a defibrillator, other patients did not receive a defibrillator, and all patients had a similar baseline predilection score. In this example due to the 1:2 randomization, a natural approach is to use a matching algorithm to form triplets (not duets) where 1 patient received a defibrillator, 2 did not receive a defibrillator, and all 3 had similar predilection scores [20]. The strength is that the matching extends beyond quintiles (five-level stratification) to yield hundreds of matched sets (finer stratification). The matched sets can then test the observed reduction in mortality from defibrillator treatment across a range of disease severity.

3. Results

3.1. Summary data

The SCD-HEFT randomized trial tested heart failure patients (n = 2,521) who were followed for a median duration of 3.8 years. One-third received a defibrillator and the remaining two-thirds did not. Additional characteristics were also recorded at baseline with reasonable symmetry between the two groups and substantial variation within each group (Table 1). For example, all patients underwent angiography, about half had significant stenosis of at least one major coronary artery, and the remaining half had no major coronary artery stenosis. Subsequent results showed a lower final patient mortality in the defibrillator group (182/829 = 22%) compared with the control group (484/1,692 = 29%). This difference was easily visualized (Figure 1) and equal to a one-quarter relative reduction (hazard ratio = 0.75, 95% confidence interval: 0.63 to 0.89).

Many baseline characteristics independently predicted mortality. Proportional hazards regression based on the control patients identified and quantified separate risk factors and subsequently derived a predilection score for individual patients (Appendix). Overall, the predilection scores showed plausible patterns and moderate goodness-of-fit (C-statistic = 0.71); for example, the mean predilection score was higher for patients who had diabetes and a major coronary artery stenosis than for patients who had no diabetes and no major coronary stenosis (P < 0.001). This same equation and coefficients then yielded a predilection score for individual defibrillator patients. As a check of randomization, the distribution of predilection scores showed excellent overall symmetry comparing the group of defibrillator patients to the group of controls (Figure 2). A further check of randomization is also possible by recreating Table 1 for each stratum.

3.2. Stratified approach

The predilection scores next generated stratified analyses that identified how the observed survival benefit varied across different quintiles of disease severity. The rationale was to examine whether some patients were highly responsive to treatment (sweet-spot analysis) and whether other patients were relatively unresponsive to treatment (and undercut statistical power). We found that defibrillator therapy resulted in a substantial relative risk reduction in mortality for patients in the middle quintile of disease severity (hazard ratio = 0.48, 95% confidence interval: 0.29 to 0.79). In contrast, defibrillation therapy yielded a negligible survival benefit for patients at the greatest disease severity (Figure 3). Together, this pattern
suggested the relative effects of defibrillator therapy on patient survival depend on baseline characteristics. The survival advantage with defibrillator treatment was sufficiently clear that it could be confirmed by simply classifying patients as dead or alive at study termination. Overall, 22% (n = 182) of the defibrillator patients died, whereas 29% (n = 484) of the control patients died, indicating an absolute survival advantage of 7% (n = 55) for the defibrillator patients. The absolute survival advantage was mostly due to patients with the middle disease severity (Figure 4). None of the survival advantage was explained

Table 1. Baseline patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defibrillator patients</th>
<th>Control patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 829)</td>
<td>(n = 1,692)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (y)</td>
<td>59.4 (11.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male)</td>
<td>639 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (Caucasian)</td>
<td>640 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Heart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association (class II)</td>
<td>566 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major coronary stenosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic lung disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlipidemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syncope history</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular tachycardia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed medications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor</td>
<td>783 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta blocker</td>
<td>576 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digoxin</td>
<td>552 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiazide diuretic</td>
<td>63 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop diuretic</td>
<td>676 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium sparing diuretic</td>
<td>168 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>312 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>477 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfarin</td>
<td>266 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical examination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean weight (pounds)</td>
<td>194.3 (44.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean heart rate (beats/minute)</td>
<td>74.9 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>119 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>71 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean serum sodium (mmol/L)</td>
<td>139 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean creatinine (mg/dL)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are count (percentage) of column unless indicated otherwise as mean (standard deviation).

a Class II for mild dyspnea with ordinary activity and no marked limitations in activities.
b Major stenosis denotes >75% narrowing of at least one major coronary artery.
c ACE for angiotensin-converting enzyme agent and includes angiotensin receptor blocker.
d Statin for HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor prescribed as a lipid-lowering agent.
e ASA for acetylsalicylic acid as a platelet aggregation inhibitor.
f To convert pounds to kilograms, multiply by 0.454.

Overall, 22% (n = 182) of the defibrillator patients died, whereas 29% (n = 484) of the control patients died, indicating an absolute survival advantage of 7% (n = 55) for the defibrillator patients. The absolute survival advantage was mostly due to patients with the middle disease severity (Figure 4). None of the survival advantage was explained
by patients with the greatest disease severity, and little was explained by patients with the least disease severity. This latter analysis that ignored the timing of death could be subjected to pairwise tests of statistical significance and generalized tests for interactions based on individual patient data.

3.3. Matched approach

We also formed matched triplets composed of one patient randomized to defibrillator therapy and two patients randomized to control treatment, of whom all three had similar predilection scores. To do so, we used the greedy matching algorithm with a caliper width of 0.2 so that complete triplets were created for most patients (total patients = 2,487). In particular, we retained 100% of the defibrillator patients \((n = 829)\), 98% of the control patients \((n = 1,658)\), and each triplet was 100% complete (no incomplete sets). Results for the matched patients again showed a lower overall patient mortality in the defibrillator group \((182/829 = 22\%)\) compared with the control group \((479/1,658 = 29\%)\), equal to a one-quarter relative reduction (hazard ratio \(= 0.75, 95\%\) confidence interval: 0.63 to 0.89).

The survival advantage with defibrillator treatment could also be confirmed again by simply classifying patients as dead or alive at study termination in each triplet. Overall, 661 of the 2,487 matched patients had died after a median of 3.4 years, indicating a net survival advantage of 57 defibrillator patients \((95\%\) confidence interval: 32 to 80). The cumulative survival advantage was mostly due to patients with the middle range of disease severity (Figure 5). None of the survival advantage was explained by patients with the greatest disease severity and little was explained by patients with the least disease severity. This latter analysis that ignored the timing of death could be subjected to a global test of statistical significance following sigmoid models for biology growth and tests of statistical significance [21].

![Fig. 3. Survival in different predilection quintiles. Stratified Kaplan-Meier plots from different predilection quintiles. X-axis shows time spanning from day of randomization to a maximum of 5 years. Y-axis shows proportion surviving at each time point. Least hazardous quintile in blue, greatest hazardous quintile in red, middle quintile in green, and intermediate quintiles not shown for simplicity. Solid lines denote the defibrillator group and dashed lines denote the control group. Results show modest survival benefit from defibrillator in least hazardous quintile, negligible survival benefit in greatest hazardous quintile, and accentuated survival benefit in middle quintile. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)](image)

![Fig. 4. Survival in different predilection quintiles. Stratified analysis from different predilection quintiles. Data show proportion of each group alive at study termination. Speckled bars for the defibrillator group, striped bars for the control group, and p-values for direct comparison. Square brackets denote total number of patients and total number of deaths observed in each quintile. Least hazardous quintile on left, most hazardous quintile on right, and intermediate quintiles in intermediate position. Results show reduced greater survival with defibrillator treatment for each quintile, accentuated benefits in middle quintile, and more modest benefits in greatest quintile.](image)

![Fig. 5. Cumulative survival advantage according to predilection score. Histogram of cumulative survival advantage comparing defibrillator patients to control patients. X-axis shows consecutive triplets of patients matched on predilection score and sequenced by ordinal rank of increasing baseline tendency of mortality. Y-axis shows cumulative count of survival advantage for defibrillator patients. Cumulative rather than marginal data plotted to display trend. Display contains 829 bars for 829 matched triplets (one defibrillator patient and two control patients in each triplet, all with similar predilection score). X-axis scaled so predilection scores spaced by percentile with corresponding quintiles also shown by color. Results show survival advantage of defibrillator patients mostly explained by individuals with intermediate predilection scores.](image)
The analysis of matched patients also allowed a more nuanced analysis that accounted for the duration of observation and censoring when testing the increased survival for defibrillator patients. Specifically, matched triplets were scored as ambiguous if all patients were alive. Conversely, matched triplets where all patients died were accordingly scored as superior for the defibrillator patient, inferior for the defibrillator patient, or mixed for the defibrillator patient (longer than one control and shorter than the other control). Other patterns were scored depending on which and when patients died. This scored analysis accounting for the timing of death again showed the survival advantage was mostly due to patients with middle disease severity and was again difficult to attribute to chance ($P < 0.001$).

4. Discussion

In this study, we introduce a predilection score for disease severity to explore a potential sweet spot in a randomized trial. We illustrate the approach using a randomized trial of heart failure patients treated with a defibrillator to reduce mortality. Our main finding is that analyses based on disease severity stratifying patients tended to yield a greater estimate of effectiveness than basic analyses that did not account for patient diversity. Under the null condition when treatment is ineffective, a sweet-spot analysis and a basic analysis will tend to yield identical point estimates (yet different precisions). When patients show an important degree of diversity, however, a sweet-spot analysis will generally yield results that are more extreme than a basic analysis.

The economics literature provides other methods for identifying heterogeneous treatment effects [22–24]. These methods tend to use a supervised learning approach that randomly divides the data into a training set and a validation set. Statistical models are then fitted to the training set and checked in the validation set to further adjust the parameters. Of course, sample splitting weakens the power for identifying a sweet spot. Moreover, an effective treatment may reduce power further by changing the patient’s outcome. Our approach requires no data splitting because the fitting is essentially unsupervised and does not involve adjusting parameters from data in the treatment arm. Our approach is also fully automatable for machine learning algorithms.

Randomized trials sometimes include a risk score to explore differential treatment effects [25]. This approach, however, is not feasible in many important settings because it requires identifying ex-ante an established, validated, and accepted risk score [26]. When available, furthermore, a risk score may not be updated to reflect modern care, extend to stringently selected trial patients, map exactly to the trial end point, or aligned to the observed length of trial follow-up [27]. In addition, a risk score approach can be unreliable because of post hoc cut-points, group stratification, and underpowered Mantel-Haenszel interaction tests [28]. A matched analysis using predilection scores avoids these limitations and yields a more powerful method for identifying a potential sweet spot [29].

Our approach to identifying a sweet spot has several limitations regardless of whether a stratified or a matched analysis is followed. The most important limitation is the assumption that treatment responsiveness is correlated with disease severity: this assumption is difficult to establish before the study is completed. A related downside is the general preference for statistical simplicity expressed by grant agencies, medical journals, government regulators, and practicing clinicians [30]. A further weakness is that the statistical analysis will not identify (or correct) a failure of randomization or other fundamental flaw [31,32]. Together, these theoretic reasons may explain why future randomized trials may remain hesitant when checking for a sweet spot.

The extra work for a sweet-spot analysis of a randomized trial may not be worth the effort unless three conditions apply. First, the patient sample must have substantial underlying clinical diversity, unlike animal experiments that involve genetically identical laboratory mice. Second, salient information must be available on each individual patient, unlike anonymous surveys that recruit undergraduate students or internet volunteers. Third, plentiful sample size and outcome counts must be available among controls to support meaningful multivariable modeling, unlike small trials of surgical techniques. The importance of these three conditions may explain why sweet-spot analyses of a randomized trial have been rarely conducted despite having positive potential [33,34].

A sweet-spot analysis of a randomized trial also has practical drawbacks. Secondary analyses can be prone to misinterpretation because of the potential for multiple hypothesis testing and capitalizing on chance [35–37]. This concern about spurious $P$-values can be extreme if a sweet spot is clinically implausible [38]. The available covariates must be sufficiently important so the matching accounts from important prognostic factors and, therefore, is informative. An easy visual display of summary data can become cluttered because of the lost simplicity of a two-group contrast. The team running a trial, moreover, may lack sufficient resources for statistical analysis after devoting primary attention toward patient recruitment, intervention implementation, and data collection.

A sweet-spot analysis also has advantages relative to some alternative approaches to randomized trials. Forest plots for multiple separate patient characteristics raise a proliferation of type 1 and type 2 statistical errors, whereas a predilection score is a single stratification with potentially fewer spurious findings [39]. Highly restrictive patient selection criteria can lead to reduced external generalizability, whereas stratification is easy to conduct and explain. Adaptive randomization or Bayesian analysis raises worries about complexity and tampering, whereas stratification can be set in advance, audited in retrospect, and blinded for the entire trial [40]. A stratification analysis is also more rigorous than editorial claims about possible “Goldilocks” patients [41–43].
Another advantage of sweet-spot analysis is the ease of rechecking a negative trial. For example, ICE-PACS (ClinicalTrials.gov; NCT01528475) was a randomized trial of prehospital cooling for adults after return of spontaneous circulation after a cardiac arrest (n = 582) [44]. Primary analysis showed no significant increase in the frequency of achieving target temperature (relative increase = 1.17; 95% confidence interval: 0.91 to 1.52; $P = 0.22$). Sweet-spot analysis yielded similar findings for those in the middle quintile of severity (relative increase = 1.25, 95% confidence interval: 0.53 to 2.92). Similarly, no significant benefit was observed at the extremes. Together, this sweet-spot analysis confirms the robustness of the primary findings.

A conservative analysis in randomized trials is often defended to compensate for other biases that slant studies toward positive conclusions. Examples of biases include skewed patient recruitment, inattention to adverse events, mismatched ascertainment over time, differential early or late effects, and fallible follow-up. An unmatched analysis of randomized trials, therefore, yields a conservative result that helps avoid exaggerations. Yet two wrongs do not make a right because patient diversity could mask a key nuance [45]. Moreover, a proliferation of noninferiority trials means faulty analyses may reinforce faulty study designs [46]. We suggest, therefore, a sweet-spot analysis may be useful as a secondary analysis before deciding whether a randomized trial is really inconclusive.
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